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Holly Lisle's Writers' Boot
Camps
Since my last birthday, when I decided I was going back to
writing full time, Margaret and I have been working on a way
for folks who haven’t taken How to Think Sideways, How to
Revise Your Novel, or How to Write A Series to join my private
writers’ community.
Professional Plot Outline is coming out first, NOT How To
Think Sideways, because I’m still not done writing the SelfPub lessons, but I’m finally getting ready to take the first
little section of the roll-out live.
So anyone who has taken Professional Plot Outline will receive
an invitation to join the writing community in the next few
days to a week. (As soon as the course becomes available no
Kindle, Nook, iBookstore, and shortly before it will be
available in print.
Following them, I’ll open the doors for students who’ve taken

the Clinics (Character, Plot, Language, Culture, and Scenes)
and the motivational courses.
And then I’ll switch HTTS over to Kindle, Nook, iBooks, and
print, followed by HTTS and HTWAS. As each course rolls out,
people will be able to join the boards for that course.
There are a lot of writers who are eligible to join the
writing community who don’t yet know why they’ll benefit from
it.

I know what I love about the
community. I love watching writers
“get”
the
process
and
start
succeeding.
But what do YOU love?
If you’re current member of ANY of the Writer’s Boot Camp
sections (HTTS, HTRYN, or HTWAS), would you please take a
moment and use the comments below to tell other writers why
you’d recommend joining?
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